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ABSTRACT
The core-loading pattern is decisive for fuel cycle economics, fuel safety
parameters and economic planning for future cycles. ROSA, NRG’s loading pattern
optimization code system for PWRs, has proven to be a valuable tool to reactor operators
for over a decade for improving their fuel management economics in a more and more
constrained environment. ROSA uses simulated annealing as loading pattern optimization
technique, in combination with an extremely fast 3-D neutronics code for loading pattern
calculations. The code is continuously extended with new optimization parameters and
rules. This paper outlines recent developments of the ROSA code system with regard to
the reduction of CIPS-risk and fuel failures. Next to the developments a few practical
cases are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
The ROSA code system has been developed at NRG for PWR core design and
utilizes Simulated Annealing as optimization technique in combination with a very fast
and accurate 3-D core simulator code. With this code millions of loading patterns
including cycle depletion can be evaluated on a workstation or PC in a day. The code can
be switched between manual and automatic mode. In addition to single cycle also
equilibrium cycle optimization can be performed. With the latest version more than 50
parameters can be optimized simultaneously. Recently several parameters and rules
options (loading pattern constraints) have been developed in cooperation with users to
improve operational margins and to be able to further reduce fuel failures and reach the
so called “Zero Ten” target (zero fuel failures by 2010).
2. ROSA CODE SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The ROSA code system1,2 has been developed at NRG for PWR core design and
utilizes Simulated Annealing3 as optimization technique in combination with a very fast
and accurate 3-D core simulator code. With this code millions of loading patterns can be
evaluated on a workstation or PC in a day including cycle depletion. The code can be
switched between manual and automatic mode. In addition to single cycle also
equilibrium cycle optimization is possible. Apart from using nominal previous cycle
burnup, also the impact of short or long previous cycle burnup (the burnup window) can
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be evaluated. For all these burnup states the impact of the Rod Insertion Limit (RIL) can
also be evaluated.
A powerful graphical user interface (GUI) allows the user to interact with the
optimization process by changing optimization targets during the run or perform manual
fuel movements. The graphical user interface of ROSA is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1 ROSA graphical user interface.

The code starts by evaluating an initially provided loading pattern. In automatic
mode loading pattern candidates are generated by randomly exchanging fuel assemblies,
rotating burned fuel assemblies, and/or changing the composition of fresh fuel assemblies
by changing the enrichment and/or poison loading.
Next, the generated loading pattern is checked against flexible user-defined rules,
needed to apply logistic constraints (e.g. position lock the central assembly) and/or apriori knowledge (e.g. no feed fuel on the core periphery).
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When a loading pattern satisfies the user defined rules, neutronics calculations are
performed in quarter core geometry with rotational boundary conditions and typically 1218 axial nodes. A 1½ group 3-D coarse mesh kernel method, coupled with a 2-D fine
mesh method (3x3 or 4x4 nodes per assembly) is used. Pin power reconstruction is
available. About 10 to 20 burnup steps per cycle are normally used. Typical accuracy
compared to license code results is within ±0.02 for normalized assembly powers, ±0.03
for maximum FΔH, and ±2 days for natural cycle length. Typical full cycle evaluation
takes 10 to 100 ms CPU time per loading pattern on a 1.9 GHz PC with Cygwin,
depending on core-size, axial mesh, number of burnup steps, selected parameters, and the
previously evaluated loading pattern. More than 50 parameters can be optimized
simultaneously, amongst others: peaking factors, natural cycle length, burnup limits,
economics/fuel cost, shutdown margin, MTC, octant symmetry, quadrant tilt, CIPS- and
PCI-criteria.
Acceptance of a candidate loading pattern depends on the results for the activated
optimization parameters, compared to the results of the previously accepted loading
pattern, and the so-called annealing temperature of each parameter. If all parameters
improve the candidate loading pattern is always accepted. Worsening of certain
parameter results may be acceptable, depending on annealing temperatures. If the pattern
is accepted, the results are displayed, if not, a new pattern is generated.
During a run temperatures are automatically lowered to converge towards a
“frozen” solution.
If all the targets have been reached the optimization is finished. However, ROSA
has the capability to do an optimization at different levels. For each level specific
parameters and targets can be defined. When all targets have been reached for the current
level, the level of the optimization run is increased, and optimization continues with
additional parameters. When the highest level has been reached the optimization is
completely finished.
In automatic mode an effective calculation time in the order of 1 ms CPU time per
evaluated loading pattern is usually achieved, due to a high fraction of rejected cases with
parameter violations early in the cycle. Therefore about 100 million loading patterns can
be evaluated in a day.
In interactive mode a new loading pattern is generated by manually exchanging
two fuel assemblies or by rotating a burned fuel assembly or by changing the composition
of a fresh fuel assembly (e.g. by changing the enrichment and/or poison loading). The
new loading pattern is evaluated with respect to neutronics, and always accepted and
displayed.
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3. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Recent developments with regard to rules and optimization parameters will be
discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.
3.1 Rules
ROSA offers users a lot of flexibility with regard to applying constraints to
loading patterns. As rules are evaluated before the relatively most time-consuming
neutronics calculations, they offer the possibility to save CPU-time by preventing the
evaluation of loading patterns that will not meet the design criteria according to the user’s
a-priori knowledge. A few examples are to restrict highly burned fuel to (parts of) the
core periphery in order to meet burnup limits at EOC, or to limit the number of feed fuel
types due to fuel fabrication contract requirements.
Recently the need has come up to control the risk of grid to rod fretting, a grid/rod
vibration issue that often causes fuel failures on or near the baffle. One of the options to
reduce the risk is to limit fuel assembly faces to not more than one cycle on the baffle.
This option is made available in ROSA as a rule. If the rule is activated the randomly
generated loading patterns with assembly faces that were on the baffle in their previous
cycle of use are skipped from further evaluations.
3.2 Optimization Parameters
With the current code version more than 50 parameters can be optimized
simultaneously. A selection of these parameters is shown in figure 2, where the left part
of the GUI with parameter names, values and targets is enlarged. Several parameters have
been developed recently:
 Max_Psub represents the maximum power in a radial subnode during the cycle. In
ROSA an assembly is divided in 3x3 or 4x4 radial subnodes. Minimizing this intra
assembly power is beneficial for the CIPS-risk4. An alternative parameter that is
currently tested weighs the Psub with the boron concentration and is aimed at
reducing the Psub during high boron concentrations, thereby reducing the boron
deposition in the crud layer on the fuel cladding. Near EOC (low boron) higher Psub
values can be tolerated, giving more flexibility in core design.
 Max_MTC@HZP is the maximum Moderator Temperature Coefficient at Hot Zero
Power (HZP) during the cycle. For this parameter extra evaluation of HZP states for
each burnup step in the cycle takes place until the maximum boron in the cycle has
been reached.
 Max_BuGradient is the maximum EOC intra assembly burnup difference based upon
2x2 radial subnodes per assembly. It can be used to control assembly bow. At BOC a
rule can be used to prevent placement of assemblies with high burnup gradients at
certain core locations.
 Min_Power_Ratio is the minimum ratio of cycle average assembly power for all
twice and higher burned assemblies between current and previous cycle of use. The
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parameter can be used to reduce the negative cycle average power jump. Typically an
optimization target of >0.325 is used for this parameter, which often results in the
placement of twice burned fuel on high power baffle locations and thus once burned
fuel on low power baffle locations which is uneconomic. The idea behind this
parameter is that enhanced rod vibration, causing Grid To Rod Fretting, can occur
due to rod diameter reduction after a large negative power jump.
 Max_FdH_AST (Alternate Source Term) is a parameter that aims at keeping the
maximum FH of all radial subnodes with a rod burnup above 54 MWd/kg under a
certain level. This level corresponds to a linear power of 20.67 kW/m (6.3 kW/ft).
 Hf_Power is the cycle averaged power in the Hf-absorber rod nodes. Some plants use
the Hf-absorber rods on baffle locations to minimize vessel fluence.

Fig. 2 ROSA optimization parameter screen.

 Gad_Weight is the total weight of the Gad in the fresh fuel. Minimizing the total
amount of Gad reduces residual absorption and is an economic benefit.
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 PCI (Pellet Clad Interaction) can be caused by a positive jump in pellet power, when
reloaded fuel changes from a low power to a high power core location. A long coast
to low power and/or rapid power increase during startup will increase the risk of PCI
failures. Recently 5 PCI-related parameters have been developed. A so-called
“PCI_3D” parameter is the maximum positive power jump per 3D subnode (typically
3x3x18 subnodes per assembly) between BOC of the current and EOC of the
previous cycle. The impact of EOC power coast and/or BOC power uprate is taken
into account. Other parameters for PCI risk mitigation have been defined that count
the number of subnodes at BOC HFP above a certain burnup that exceed a certain
power level or a certain jump in power. With the help of these parameters core design
with a reduced PCI risk is possible.
4. PRACTICAL CASES
4.1 Discharge Burnup Range Reduction
The Dutch Borssele PWR, which is licensed to operate until 2033, has recently
increased its feed fuel enrichment from 3.98 to 4.40 w/o in 2005. As a consequence the
reload batch size could be reduced and the burnup of discharged fuel is now increasing.
The applied AREVA HTP-fuel has an operational assembly burnup limit of 65
MWd/kgU and a rod burnup limit of 68 MWd/kgU. However the fuel transport container,
for transporting spent fuel to a reprocessing facility, has an assembly burnup limit of only
55 MWd/kgU. An equilibrium cycle study has been performed to evaluate whether this
limit can be met on the long term or not.
The 1366 MWth plant with 121 assemblies (15x15) operates on annual cycles and
has outages of 10-15 days. An energy production of 352 efpd per cycle is assumed (~354
calendar days), equivalent to a cycle burnup of 12.401 MWd/kgU. A feed batch size of
28 assemblies was selected as this yields a theoretical average discharge burnup of 53.59
MWd/kgU (121*12.401/28), which is slightly below the limit of 55 MWd/kgU. Other
options like 24 or 32 feeds would result in average discharge burnups of 62.5 or 46.9
MWd/kgU. These numbers are either much too high or quite low. The challenge with the
28 feed core design is to keep the maximum assembly burnup very close to the average.
The most important optimization targets are: FΔH < 1.77, maximize natural cycle length,
assembly burnup < 54.5 MWd/kgU (1% extra margin), HFP Max_Boron < 1330 ppm
(used to maintain criticality margin during refuelling), feed fuel enrichment ≤ 4.40 w/o
and no poison to be used.
The resulting BOC and EOC maps of the optimized equilibrium loading pattern
are shown in figures 3 and 4. From the BOC map it can be seen that a feed enrichment
reduction from 4.40 to 4.35 w/o was needed to keep the maximum boron just under 1330
ppm. Note that a burned assembly from the fuel pool is used in the core center. There is a
stockpile of these assemblies so that this strategy can be maintained until the end of the
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Fig. 3 Borssele 12 month equilibrium cycle at BOC.
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Fig. 4 Borssele 12 month equilibrium cycle at EOC.
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operational life of the plant (>20 additional cycles). From the EOC map it can be
concluded that the discharged fuel (29 assemblies) varies in assembly burnup between
52.62 and 53.81 MWd/kgU, with an average of 53.35 MWd/kgU. Note that fuel from
peripheral core locations [2,7] and [7,2] is not discharged but used for a fifth cycle at
[4,6] and [6,4].
The study shows that it is possible to keep the maximum assembly burnup below
54 MWd/kgU with an average assembly burnup of 53.35 MWd/kgU. However, this
leaves very little flexibility and requires very good inventory management. In case a
single assembly is no longer available the long-term strategy is jeopardized.
4.2 Twenty Four Month Cycle with Gadolinium
For the Belgian engineering company Tractebel a study was performed to
investigate the possibilities of a 24 month equilibrium cycle for the 157 assembly Doel-4
plant. This PWR operates at 2988 MWth and uses 17x17 fuel. The fuel is axially uniform
and has an active height of 426.7 cm (14 ft).
For this study an energy production of 690 efpd per cycle is assumed (~691
calendar days), equivalent to a cycle burnup of ~24.6 MWd/kgU. Fuel of up to 4.95 w/o
with up to 24 Gad rods of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10% could be used. The most important
optimization targets are: FΔH < 1.52, maximize natural cycle length, assembly burnup <
55 MWd/kgU, rod burnup < 60 MWd/kgU, MTC@HZP < 0 pcm/K. The obtained
solution meets all optimization criteria and has 80 feeds and 77 once burned assemblies
(all 4.95 w/o). The 9 different feed fuel types have 4-10% Gad in 8-24 rods.
The resulting BOC and EOC maps of the optimized equilibrium loading pattern
are shown in figure 5 and 6. Note that the central assembly can be taken from the only
group of 4 once burned assemblies that is discharged from core location [1,6]. It can be
concluded that a 24 month cycle is achievable with 4.95 w/o fuel from an energy and
peaking point of view, but that the tiny margins in the burnup limits will make the
transition problematic.
4.3 CIPS Risk Reduction
At Southern Nuclear (USA) the ROSA code was, apart from the normal core
design campaigns, used to investigate options to reduce the CIPS-risk for the 193assembly Vogtle plant. Initially the designers aimed to reduce this risk by developing
cores with lower boron concentrations (< 1250 ppm) and very low peaking factors
(typically FΔH < 1.40 and maximum assembly power Pbar < 1.30). Recently it was
demonstrated that by minimizing the maximum subnode power (Psub) a reduction of
over 50% in CIPS-risk could be obtained, compared to a loading pattern that was only
optimized for maximum assembly power. Both loading patterns had comparable (low)
maximum assembly power results but quite different Psub values, due to different inner
assembly power gradients. Details of the design work have been published at this
conference4.
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Fig. 5 Doel-4 24 month equilibrium cycle at BOC.
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Fig. 6 Doel-4 24 month equilibrium cycle at EOC.
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4.4 Improved Next Cycle Design
At NEK (Slovenia) the use of ROSA for the core design work for cycle 24 of the
121-assembly Krško plant resulted in an improved loading pattern with respect to the fuel
vendor’s design5. The NEK design had a lower average feed enrichment (cost reduction)
and improved safety parameters.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The ROSA code system has shown to be a powerful practical tool for optimizing
PWR fuel reloads, being presently applied to numerous reactors worldwide. The primary
objective in most cases being minimizing fuel reload cost, the code in addition allows the
simultaneous optimization of over 50 parameters, including a variety of safety related
parameters. Considerable savings in the fuel cost for a core reload can be achieved by
ROSA, especially when faced with the significantly increased number of constraints that
has been introduced over the last few years.
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